We investigate the properties of Lie algebras of characteristic p which satisfy the Engel identity xy" = 0 for some n < p. We establish a criterion which (when satisfied) implies that if a and b are elements of an Engel-n Lie algebra L then abn~2 generates a nilpotent ideal of I. We show that this criterion is satisfied for n = 6, p = 1, and we deduce that if G is a finite m-generator group of exponent 7 then G is nilpotent of class at most 51m8 .
Introduction
In 1989 E. I. Zelmanov [18, 19] solved the restricted Burnside problem by proving that for every positive integer m and every prime-power pk there is a bound on the possible orders of finite m-generator groups of exponent pk . Together with results of Hall and Higman [3] , this proves that for all positive integers m and n there is a bound on the possible orders of finite m-generator groups of exponent n . Nevertheless, the problem of obtaining explicit bounds remains open in most cases. If G is a finite m-generator group of exponent pk then G is nilpotent, and in some ways it is more natural to look for bounds on the nilpotency class of G, rather than to look directly for bounds on the order of G. If we can show that the class of G is bounded by c, say, then it is easy to see that the order of G is at most pkmC. However, neither Zelmanov's solution of the restricted Burnside problem for prime-power exponent, nor Kostrikin's 1959 solution of the problem for prime exponent [8] , give explicit bounds for either the order or the class of G. Adjan and Razborov [ 1 ] gave the first primitive recursive bound for the class of a finite m-generator group of exponent p, and similar bounds may be found in [9] . Vaughan-Lee and Zelmanov [17] showed that if G is a finite m-generator group of exponent p then the class of G is at most m mm' "-v-' and they showed that if G is a finite m-generator group of prime-power expo-nent q then the class of G is at most It should be possible to improve these bounds considerably, and in special cases we can do much better. Groups of exponent 2 are abelian, and groups of exponent 3 are nilpotent of class at most 3 (Levi and van der Waerden [10] ). Groups of exponent 4 are locally finite (Sanov [12] ), and it follows from results of Gupta and Newman [2] and Razmyslov [11] that m-generator groups of exponent 4 have class at most 3m-2. Higman [7] solved the restricted Burnside problem for exponent 5 in 1956, and he showed that there is a positive integer N such that if G is a finite m-generator group of exponent 5 then G is nilpotent of class at most Nm . Higman did not compute an explicit value for N, but Havas, Newman, and Vaughan-Lee [4] showed that it is possible to take N = 6 in Higman's result. The largest finite 2-generator group of exponent 5 has class 12 ( [5] ), and the largest finite 3-generator group of exponent 5 has class 17 ( [15] ). So TV = 6 is best possible, at least for small values of m. In this article we show that if G is a finite m-generator group of exponent 7 then G is nilpotent of class at most 51m8. Although this result is unlikely to be best possible, it is still considerably better than the bound The results of Higman, Kostrikin, and Zelmanov all make use of the connection between groups of prime-power exponent and their associated Lie rings. If G is a finite m-generator group of exponent p , and if L is the associated Lie ring of G, then L is an m-generator Lie ring of characteristic p, and L satisfies the Engel identity xyp~x = 0. (See [16] for a proof of this fact.) We can think of L as a Lie algebra over the field of integers modulo p, and Kostrikin solved the restricted Burnside problem for exponent p by proving that if L is a finitely generated Lie algebra over a field of characteristic p, and if L satisfies the Engel-(p -1) identity, then L is nilpotent (of bounded class). Since the nilpotency class of a finite group of exponent p is the same as the nilpotency class of its associated Lie ring, his theorem proves that the class of a finite m-generator group of exponent p is bounded.
The connection with the restricted Burnside problem has motivated a number of researchers to investigate Engel Lie algebras. It is well known that if L is an Engel-2 Lie algebra over a field K, then L is nilpotent of class at most 3.
(For a proof see [16] .) If L is an Engel-3 Lie algebra over a field K, then L is nilpotent of class at most 4 provided char(A^) ^2, 5 (see [6] and [13] ). In the case when char(ZT) = 2, then an m-generator Engel-3 Lie algebra over K is nilpotent of class at most 2(m + l)6 (see [14] ), and in the case when char(AT) = 5, then an m-generator Engel-3 Lie algebra over K is nilpotent of class at most 2m . Engel-4 Lie algebras are nilpotent of class at most 8 provided the characteristic of the ground field is not 2, 3 , or 5 (see [13] ). Traustason [14] has shown that an m-generator Engel-4 Lie algebra over a field of characteristic 2 is nilpotent of class at most 2(m + l)6. Over fields of characteristic 3 and 5, the class of an m-generator Engel-4 Lie algebra is bounded by 3m and 6m respectively. It is easy to see that if L is an Engel-p Lie algebra over a field of characteristic p, then abp~x is central in L for all a, b £ L. So if we let C(L) be the centre of L, then L/£(L) is Engel-(p -1). It follows from this and from the results on Engel-4 Lie algebras, that the class of an m-generator Engel-5 Lie algebra over a field of characteristic 5 is at most 6m + 1. Traustason [14] has shown that if char(AT) > 5, then an m-generator Engel-5 Lie algebra over K is nilpotent of class at most 79m.
A number of results mentioned above make use of a reduction due to Higman [7] . He introduced a Lie algebra L defined as follows. We let F be the free Lie algebra with free generators x, ai, a2, ... over a field K. If we let / be the ideal of F generated by {ab"\a, b £ F}, then F/I is a (relatively) free Lie algebra in the variety of Lie algebras determined by the Engel-M identity xy" = 0. We let L = F/(I + J), where J is the ideal of F generated by {a,<2,|i, j > 1} . So if we set x = x + I + J, and a, = aj + I + J for i = 1,2,..., then L is an Engel-M Lie algebra over K, L is generated by x ,~d\,a2, ... , and ajeij = 0 for all i, j > 1. It is easy to see that provided char(.rv) > n , then L is nilpotent if and only if the ideal of L generated by x is nilpotent, and Higman showed that if this ideal is nilpotent of class N then the ideal of F/I generated by x + I is also nilpotent of class N. So, if Idi(x) is nilpotent of class TV, it follows that if x is an arbitrary element of an arbitrary Engel-n Lie algebra M over K, then the ideal of M generated by x is nilpotent of class at most N. This implies that m-generator Engeln Lie algebras over K are nilpotent of class at most Nm. Higman showed that L is nilpotent in the case when n = 4, provided that char(.K) ^2,3. Higman did not explicitly compute the class of L, but Havas, Newman, and Vaughan-Lee [4] used a computer program to compute L when n = 4 and char(AT) = 5 . They found that L has class 12 in this case, and that the ideal of L generated by x is nilpotent of class 6. It is from this result that we deduce that if G is a finite m-generator group of exponent 5 then G has class at most 6m . Higman's algebra L is also known to be nilpotent for the case n = 3, char(A:) ^ 2, and for the case n = 5, char(A:) ^2, 3 (see [14] ). On the other hand Traustason [13] has found Engel-3 Lie algebras of characteristic 2 in which the ideal generated by an element is not nilpotent, and I have similar examples of Engel-5 Lie algebras of characteristic 3.
In this article we consider a certain quotient algebra M of Higman's algebra L. We let X be the ideal of F generated by {xajOj\i, j > 1}, and we let M = F/(I + J + X). We show that if char(AT) > n then the nilpotency of M implies that IdA(ab"~2) is nilpotent whenever a, b are elements of an Engeln Lie algebra A over K. I have used an implementation of the nilpotent quotient algorithm for graded Lie rings (see [4] ) to compute M for n = 6 and charts) = 7. The computations show that M is nilpotent of class 22 in this case. We are able to deduce from this, and from other properties of M, that m-generator Engel-6 Lie algebras of characteristic 7 are nilpotent of class at most 51m8. It follows from this that finite m-generator groups of exponent 7 are nilpotent of class at most 51m8.
Reduction theorems
As above, we let K be an arbitrary field, and we let F be the free Lie algebra over K with free generators x, ai, a2,... . If u is any (Lie) product of these free generators then we define the multiweight of u to be w_ = (wq , wi, w2, ...) where Wq is the number of times x appears in the product u, and where for each i= 1,2, ... , Wj is the number of times the free generator at occurs in the product. Note that wt = 0 for all but finitely many values of i. If yi is any given multiweight then we let F^ be the AT-subspace of F spanned by products of multiweight w . We call F^ the multihomogeneous component of F of multiweight w. The free Lie algebra F is multigraded in the sense that it is the direct sum of its multihomogeneous components, and satisfies Fy_F^_ < F£+2£ for all multiweights v_ and w . (Here addition of multiweights is defined componentwise.) We suppose that char(A") > n, which implies that the Engel-« identity xyn = 0 is equivalent to the multilinear identity S"(x, yi, y2,..., y") = 0, where
To see this, substitute yi +y2 -\-\-y" for y in xy" , expand, and pick out the terms which are multilinear in yi, y2, ... , yn . We obtain the multilinear word Sn(x,yi,y2, ... ,yn) ■ On the other hand if we substitute y for yi,y2, ... ,y" in S"(x, yi, y2, ... , yn) then we obtain nlxy" . So the ideal I of F generated by values of xy" is generated by values of S"(x, yi, y2, ... , y"). It follows that / is a multigraded ideal of F, and hence that the relatively free Engel-n Lie algebra F/I is multigraded. The ideal J of F generated by {a,o/|i, j > 1} is also multigraded. As above we let L = F/(I + J) and we let x = x + I + J, a,• = a,+ I + J for i = 1,2,....
The following lemma was mentioned above, and is due to Higman [7] . In this article we make use of the following variation on Lemma 1. We let F, I, and J be as above, and we let X be the ideal of F generated by {xa,aj\i ,j> 1} . Then we let M = F/(I + J + X), and let x = x + I + J + X, aj = aj + I + J + X for 1=1,2,... . Proof. The basic idea of the proof is very simple, although it relies on detailed calculations from § §3, 4, and 5. If x is any element of A and if m > 2, then it follows from Lemma 6 in §5 that (IdA(x))m is contained in the ideal of A generated by products of the form
where v has weight r in x with 2»«±3 < r < m , and where v has total wieght r + ki + k2 + ■ ■ ■ + kr < r + 2+ <r"1)^"10) . If we let x = abn~2 then this implies that (IdA(x))m is contained in the ideal of A generated by products which have weight r(n -2) in b for some r such that ^^ < r < m and have total weight less than r(n -1) + 2 + (r-')(^-'0) . Lemma 2 implies that these products are zero provided r(n -2) -(r + 2 + ('-'H*"-10)) > /y, that is,
Note that the conclusions of Lemma 2 and Theorem 3 are still valid (with the same proofs) under a slightly weaker hypothesis. We can replace the hypothesis that IdM(x) is nilpotent of class N with the hypothesis that if v is a product in M with multiweight (too, to!, to2, ...) in the generators x, a{, a2, ... , then t; = 0 whenever to0 -5D/>o w' > ^ ■
Engel-(p -1) Lie algebras
Let L be a Lie algebra over a field K of characteristic p > 5, and let L satisfy the Engel-(p -1) identity. We suppose that L has an abelian subalgebra A, and an element x such that L is generated by A and x. The Engel-(p -1) identity implies that uvp~x = 0 for all u, v £ L. If we substitute Vi +v2-\-+ t>p_i for v , expand, and pick out the terms which are linear in Vi,v2, ... ,vp-i, then we obtain the identity
where
We will use this identity to establish a number of further identities that hold in L. In the identities that follow we let a, b, c, a\, a2, ... , bx, b2, ... , c\, c2, ... denote arbitrary elements of the abelian Lie subalgebra A of L. We state each identity in turn, and follow each statement with a proof.
(1) ua\a2-■ap-\=0 forallueF.
This follows immediately from the identity Sp-i(u, a\,a2, ... , ap-i) = 0, using the fact that a,a7 = 0 for 1 < i, j < p -1 . □
Using the fact that p -3 is even, we write p -3 = 25. Then and so
which is zero by (1) . So xap~ixbp~2 = 0. Substituting b\+b2-\-h bp-2 for b, expanding, and picking out the terms which are linear in b\, b2, ... , bp-2, we obtain xap~3xb\ b2 ■ ■ ■ bp-2 = 0. (We refer to this as linearizing with respect to b, and we will be making frequent use of this process.) Next consider xap~2xbp~3. The identity Sp-i (x ,x,a,a,...,a) = 0 gives
and so
by (1), and by the identity xap~3xbib2 • ■ ■ bp-2 = 0 just established. □ Now we let Y be the ideal of L generated by all elements of the form xaia2 ■ ■ ■ ap-2, with a\,a2,..., ap^2 £ A . In the remainder of this section we will establish a number of identities which hold in the quotient algebra L/ Y. Now xap~4br £ Y if r > 1, and so these two identities give
Using the same argument as in the proof of (2) we see that if we let 5 =
Using (1) this gives xap~3xb"-3 = ±(-l)s-xsxap-4xabp-\ and so (4) follows from the linearization of (3) with respect to b . D
In the remainder of this section we will establish a number of identities involving elements of the form xa\a2 ■■ -a,xb\b2 ■■ bsxc\C2 ■■ c,, where ai, a2, ... , ar,bi,b2, ... ,bs, Ci, c2, ... , ct&A, and where r+s + t = 3p -11 . We let M be the subspace of L spanned by elements of this form. Our aim is to prove that all these products lie in Y, so that M < Y. Clearly such a product lies in Y if r > p -2. Identity (1) implies that the product is zero if 5 > p -1, or r > p -1. Identity (2) implies that the product is zero if r + s > 2p -5, and identities (3) and (4) imply that the product lies in Y if r + s = 2p -6. So we need only consider products with r < p -3 , and with 2p-9<r + 5<2p-7.
(5) xarxbsxc' £Y ifr + s + t = 3p-ll,r<p-5.
Note that we may assume that r < p -2, and that s, t < p -I, and so the linearization of (5) So the case when r = p -5 reduces to the case when r < p -6, and the proof of (5) is complete. □ (6) xarxap-2-rbsxc' £Y if 0 <r <p-2, s + t = 2p-9.
Identity (5) implies (6) if r < p -5, and clearly (6) holds if r = p -2.
So we need only consider the cases when r = p -4 or p-3. The identity Sp-i(x, x, a, a, ... , a)bsxc' = 0 gives xap~4xa2bsxct + xap~~3xabsxc' £ Y, and the fact that x(xap~2)bsxc' £ Y gives (P 2 2)xaP~4xa2bSxc' + (P~ 2)xap-3xabsxc' e Y.
This completes the proof of (6) . □ (7) xap-3xbp-6crxcp-2-r £Y for 0 < r < p -2.
Identities (l)- (4) imply (7) and the fact that xap-3xbp-6(xcp-2) £ Y implies that
This completes the proof of (7). □
We prove (8) by induction on r. The case r = 0 follows from (6), so suppose that r > 0 and suppose that (8) holds for all smaller values of r. Clearly (8) holds if r + s > p -2, so we suppose that r + s < p -2. We let u = a\ + a2 + ■ ■ ■ + ar + b . Then (6) implies that xur+sxup-2-r-sbrdc2 ■ctxdid2--du£Y.
If we expand this identity and pick out the terms which are linear in ai, a2, ... , ar and have degree p -2 in b, then using the inductive hypothesis we obtain (r + s\
This establishes (8). □
We establish (9) by induction on t, using (7), in the same way as we used (6) to establish (8). □ (10) xap-3xbp-5xcp-3 = axap-3xbp-5cxcp-4 modulo Y, for some a ± 0.
If we use (4) and (7) then the identity Sp_i(xaP~3, x, x, c, c, ... , c)bp~5 = 0 gives xap-3xcp~5xc2bp-5 + xap-3xcp-4xcb"-5 £ Y.
We let u = b + c, and use (9), which gives xa"-3xup-5xu3bp-6 £ Y.
We expand this identity, and pick out the terms which are of degree p -5 in b and degree p -3 in c. This gives
Using (9) again we have xap~3xbup~6xu4bp~7 £ Y. Expanding this we obtain 4xap-3xbcp-6xc3bp-6 + (p -6)xap-3xb2cp-1xc4bp-7 £ Y.
So we can see that xap~3xcp~5xc2bp~5 is a nonzero linear multiple of xap~3xb2cp~1xc4bp~1. Continuing in this way we see that xap~3xcp~5xc2bp~5 is a nonzero linear multiple of xap~3xbp~5xcp~3.
Similarly we see that xap~3xcp~4xcbp~5 is a nonzero linear multiple of xap~3xbp~5cxcp~4. So (10) follows from the identity xap~3xcp~5xc2bp~5+xap~3xcp~4xcbp~5 £ Y proved above. □ (11) xap-4xbp-6crxcp-x~r £ Y for 0 < r < p -1.
It is clear that xap~4xbp~6crxcp~x~r must lie in the ideal of L generated by elements of the form xaxa2 ■ ■ ■ ap-3. So, modulo Y, xap~4xbp~6crxcp~x~r
can be expressed as a linear combination of elements of the form xaia2-■■ap-ixbib2---brxciC2 ■■ -cs, where r+s = 2p-8. Using (2), (4), (7), and (10) we may assume that r = p-4. So, modulo Y , xap~4xbp~6crxcp~x~r can be expressed as a linear combination of terms of the form xcraxa2 ■ ■ • ap-3-rxcsbib2 ■ • • bp-4-sxcl di d2 ■ ■ ■ dp-4-t where r + s + t = p-l.
We prove that these elements all lie in Y by induction on t. If t < 2 then elements of this form lie in Y by (8). So suppose that t > 2 . Let u = b\+b2-\-h bp-4-s + c. Then (9) gives xcraia2 ■ ■ ■ ap-i-rxup~4xu2c'~2 d\d2---dp-4-t £ Y.
Expanding this and picking out the terms which are linear in bi, b2, ... , bp-4-s and of degree p-l in c we see that xcraia2 ■ ■ ■ ap-i-rxcsbib2 ■ ■ • bp-4_sxct did2---dp-4-t is a linear combination of terms which have the same form, but have smaller values of t. So all these elements lie in Y by induction on t. This establishes (11) . □ (12) xap-4xbp-5crxcp-2-r £ Y for0<r<p-2.
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Using (1) and (3) So (15) gives
p-4 This, together with (13) and (14) gives (12) . □ (16) xap-3xbp-5xcp-3£Y.
Using (5), (7) , and (12) we see that Sp-i (xbp~5, x, x, a, a, ... , a)cp~3 = 0 gives (17) xbp-5axap-4xcp-3 + xbp'5a2xap-5xcp-3 £ Y. (P -4)(p -3)
Now, as we saw in the proof of (2), if we let s = (p -3)/2 then 0 = (xas)(xas) = Y^tyfyxas+'xa5-'.
It follows that
and this, together with the identity above, gives (16) . □ (18) xap-3xbrcp-4-rxcr+xdp-5-r £Y for0<r<p-5.
We prove (18) by induction on r. The case r = 0 follows immediately from the identity Sp-\(xap~3, x, x, c, c,. .. , c)dp~5 = 0, using (4), (7), and (16). The remaining cases follow from the case v = 0 and (9) in the same way as (8) follows from (6) . □
If we set u = b + c then (18) gives xap-3xbrup-4-rxur+xbp-5-r £Y for 0 < r < p -5.
If we expand this and pick out the terms which are of degree p -4 in both b and c, then we obtain Clearly an element of this form lies in the ideal generated by elements of the form xdid2-■■dp-i. So we only need to consider the case when r = p -3 . But then (7) and (16) imply that we may assume that t < p-4, and (4) implies that we may assume that s < p -4. This leaves only the case s = t = p -4, which is covered by (21). □
Engel-« Lie algebras (n < p -1)
Let L be a Lie algebra over a field K of characteristic p > 5, and let L satisfy the Engel-n identity for some n < p -1 . We suppose that L has an abelian subalgebra A , and an element x such that L is generated by A and x. Just as in §3, the Engel-iz identity implies that uv" = 0 for all u, v £ L, and this is equivalent to the identity and since Y%Zr C) = C+i) tms nnz^Y gives us (25) £(-l)r(r " 1)wwr««;*-1-r = 0.
Note that we are assuming that n < p-1, so that the coefficients in this identity are different from those in (24). In the case when n = p-l, (r"{) = (-l)r+x for 0 < r < n -1, and so identity (25) can be obtained from (24) by interchanging u and v . We will use the identity S"(u, v{, v2, ... , vn) = 0, together with (24) and (25) to establish a number of further identities that hold in L. In the identities that follow we let a, b, c, ai, a2, ... , bi, b2, ... , ci, c2, . .. denote arbitrary elements of the abelian Lie subalgebra A of L. As in §3, we state each identity in turn, and follow each statement with a proof.
(26) uaia2 ■■ -an = 0 for all tieL.
This follows immediately from the identity Sn(u, ai, a2, ... , a") = 0, using the fact that ajOj = 0 for 1 < i, j < n . □ (27) xan~2xb"-x = xa"-xxb"-2 = 0.
Identity (24) Hence (32) implies that xa"~2xbn~3 £ Y. On the other hand if n is even, then n -2 is even, and so if we let s = (n -2)/2 then (xas)(xas) = 0, and expanding this we obtain xa"-2xbn-3 -?-^xan-3xabn-3 £ Y.
Together with (32) this implies that xan~2xbn~3 £ Y. So, whether n is even or odd, we have shown that xan~2xb"~3 £ Y . □
The ideal generated by an element
Let L be an Engel-/i Lie algebra over a field K with char(AT) > n, and let x be an element of L. In this section we study the ideal IdL(x) of L generated by x. Clearly, Ml(x) is spanned by products in L such that at least one of the elements in the product is x . More generally, it is easy to see that (IdL(x))m is spanned by products in L such that x occurs at least m times in the product. Let u be a product of k elements v{, v2, ... , vk £ L, in some order with some bracketing. If x occurs m times in the sequence Vi,v2, ... ,vk, then we say that u has type (m; k). Note that the elements v i, v2, ... , vk could also be products, and that some of these products might involve x, so that type (m; k) depends on the particular expression for u as a product of v\, v2, ... , vk . So, strictly speaking, we should call (m; k) the type of the expression for u, rather than the type of u . Our aim in this section is to establish the following three lemmas. Note that this element has type (m;k) where k = m + k\+k2-\-h km . We want to show that (Idi(x))m is generated as an ideal by elements of type (m;k) where k < m + 1 + (^-'K2""5) . So we let Z be the ideal of L generated by these elements, and we prove by induction on k that elements of type (m; k) lie in Z for all k. We let u be a product of type (m;k) for some k > m + j _|_ Lm-'H2"-5) ancj we SUpp0se that all products of type (m; r) lie in Z for all r < k . The product u can be written as a linear combination of products of type (m;k) of the form xanan ■ ■ ■ alklxa2ia22 ■ ■ ■ a2klx ■ ■ ■ xamXam2 ■ ■ ■ amkm (where m + k\ + k2 +-\-km = k), and so it is sufficient to prove that xauan ■ ■ ■ axkxxa2\a22 ■ --a2klx ■ ■xamiam2 ■ ■ ■ amkm £ Z for all ajj £ L. Clearly it is sufficient to prove this in the case when L is the relatively free Engel-n Lie algebra freely generated by x, ax \ , ai2, ... , amkm . Now we let J be the ideal of L generated by {ajjars\l < i, r < m, 1 < j < kj, 1 < s < kr}. So from now on we work modulo the ideal Z + J. In other words, we assume that all products of type (m; r) are zero for all r < k, and we assume that ajjars = 0 for all i, j, r, s such that 1 < i, r < m, 1 < j < kt, I < s < kr. We make one further inductive hypothesis. If
is a product of type (m;k) with bjj £ L for all i, j such that 1 < i < m, 1 < j < r,■, and with m + rx + r2 H-\-rm = k , then we define the index of to to be (ri, r2,...., rm). We order the set of possible indexes lexicographically, so that (r\,r2, ... ,rm)> (ki,k2, ... , km)
if for some 5 with 1 < s < m we have /*, = kj for 1 < i < s and rs > ks. We make the additional inductive hypothesis that to = 0 for all such to with index (rx, r2, ... , rm)> (ki,k2, ... ,km). Now we show that these assumptions imply that v = 0. First note that if km> 0 then u = xanai2 ■ ■ ■ aiklxa2ia22 ■ • ■ a2klx■ ■ ■ xamiam2-■ ■ amkm_x has type (m; k -1). The inductive hypothesis implies that u = 0, and so v = uamkm = 0. Next, note that we can use the results of § §3 and 4 since ajjars = 0 for all i, j, r, s such that 1 < 1, r < m, 1 < j < k,■, 1 < s < kr.
Identities (1) and (26) imply that v = 0 if kr > n for any r with 1 < r < m . We can also show that v = 0 if kr = n -1 for some r with 1 < r < m. To see this suppose that 1 < r < m and that kr = n -1. Set
and use the identity S"(u, x, ari, ar2, ... , ar"-i)xar+i iar+i2■ ■ ■ ar+ikr+lx■ ■ ■ xamiam2■ ■ ■ amkm = 0.
This identity enables us to express v as a sum of products of type (m;k) with higher index than v. So v = 0. Identities (2) and (27) imply that v = 0 if ki = n -1 and k2 = n-2. Identities (2) and (27) can also be used to show that v = 0 if kr = kr+i = n-2 for some r with 1 < r < m . For they imply that if x, u, cii, a2, ... , a"-2 ,bi,b2, ... , bn-2 are elements of an Engel-« Lie algebra over K then uxa{a2 ■ ■ • an-2xbib2 ■■ -bn-2 = -xuaxa2 ■ ■ ■ an-2xbib2 ■■■b"-2 lies in the ideal generated by the elements wa,, ubj, ajbj (1 < i, j < n -2). If kr = kr+i = n -2 for some r with 1 < r < m then we substitute xana\2 ■ ■ ■ aiklxa2ia22 ■ ■ ■ a2klx ■ --xar-i Xar-X2 ■ ■ ■ ar_XK_x for u, and substitute arj for aj and ar+ij for bj (1 < j < n -2) in this identity. The identity then implies that v lies in the ideal of L generated by elements of the form xaxxaX2 ■ ■ ■ axkxxa2ia22 ■ ■ ■ a2klx ■ -xar-i Xar-X2 ■ ■■ar_ikr_]aij (i = r, r + 1, 1 < j < n -2). Since L is multigraded this implies that v can be expressed as a linear combination of products of type (m; k) all of which have higher index than v . By the inductive hypothesis, all products with higher index than v are zero, and so v = 0. Finally note that if km-i = n -2 then setting
we see that the identity S"(u, x, x, am_n , am-X2, ... , am-Xn-2) = 0 enables us to express v as a linear combination of products some of which have type (m; k) but have higher index than that of v , and some of which lie in the ideal generated by products of type (m;fc-l).Sot; = 0. To summarize, v = 0 unless the following conditions are satisfied: kx < n, kr < n -1 for 1 < r < m -1, km-i <n-2, Km = t), kx < n -1 or k2 < n -2, If 1 < r < m then kr < n -2 or kr+x < n -2. (3), (4), and (23) from §3 and identity (30) from §4. We show that these identities imply that v = 0 if kr = n-2 for any r with 1 < r < m .
First suppose that k2 = n -2. If ki = n -2 then t; = 0 by (4) Linearizing this we see that Expanding, and picking out the terms of degree s in b and of degree n-2 in c, we obtain ( s _ t )uxb'cs-'xbs-'cn~2-s+txar+i.
• Expanding this, using (33), and ignoring terms which have index greater than (ki, k2, ... , km), we obtain uxcsxc"-2-sbsxar+i xar+x2---ar+xkr+lx---xamXam2 ■ ■ ■ amkm = 0.
By the above remarks, this implies that ,vs,wi,w2,... ,wt £ {x, an, ar2,..., amkJ . Note that we have shown above that v = 0ifkr = n-2. So we may assume that kr < n -2, which implies that all these products have index greater than that of v . So v = 0 as required.
Putting all this together we have shown that v = 0 unless kx < n -2, kr < n -3 for r = 1,2, ... , m -1, K-m = tl, kx + k2 + k3 < 3n -9, kr + kr+i + kr+2 < 3« -10 for r = 2, 3, ... , m -3.
But if all these conditions are satisfied then k = m + ki + k2 + ■■■ + km < m + 2 + ('"-'X3"-'0) j contrary to our initial assumptions. So v = 0 in every case. This completes the proof of Lemma 5. □ Finally we prove Lemma 6. We let x be an element of an Engel-/i Lie algebra L over K, we let m > 2, and we let T be the ideal of L generated by products of type (r; k) where 3jl^1 <r <m and k <r + 2+ ('-'X3/1-'0) . We need to show that (IdL(x))m < T.
By Lemma 4, (IdL(x))m is generated as an ideal by products of type (m; k) with k < m + 1 + (m~'^2"~5) , and we show that all these products lie in T. So where a., a2,..., a"_. € {a,7|l < i < m, 1 < j < ki} and v"+x, vn+2, ... ,vk £ {x}U{ajj\ 1 < i < m, 1 < j < kj} . Treating xaxa2 ■ ■ ■ a"_x as a single element of L, we see that xaxa2-■ ■ an-ivn^ivn+2-■ -vk = (xaxa2-■ ■ a"-i)vn+iVn+2-■ -vk can be viewed as a product of type (m-l;k -n+1).
So v can be written modulo T as a linear combination of products of type (m-1; k -n + 1). We now want to repeat the argument and show that products of type (m -1; k -n + 1) can be written modulo T as linear combinations of products of type (m -2; k -2n + 2). But to do this we need to be able to assume that all products of type (m -1; r) with r < k -n + 1 lie in T. So we extend our inductive hypothesis to include the assumption that all products of type (r; s) lie in T for all pairs r, s with 3j!j^ < r < m and s < k -(m -r)(n -1). Then by repeated use of the argument above we see that if 3j!j^-< r < m then v can be written modulo T as a linear combination of products of type (r;k-(m-r)(n-l)). Now k < m + l + (m-xf-5) , and so k-(m-r)(n-l)< m + 1 + C"-Wn-5) _ ,m _ r^n _ j) = 7 _ m _ f + /f. _ 1)" _ Tf we choQse f minimal subject to the condition r > 3j^1 then r < 3m+10 , and so m > &=™ . Hence k-(m-r)(n-1) < \-*^-r + (r-l)n <r + 2+ (>-1)(^-io) _ Bm this implies that products of type (r; ic -(m -/■)(« -1)) all lie in F. So t; e F as required, and this completes the proof of Lemma 6. □ 6. Engel-6 Lie algebras of characteristic 7
In this section we prove the following theorem. Theorem 1. If L is an m-generator Engel-6 Lie algebra of characteristic 1 then L is nilpotent of class at most 51m8.
As an immediate corollary we obtain a polynomial bound on the class of a finite m-generator group of exponent 7.
Theorem 8. If G is a finite m-generator group of exponent 1 then G is nilpotent of class at nost 51m8.
I made use of the nilpotent quotient algorithm for graded Lie rings described in Havas, Newman, and Vaughan-Lee [4] to compute the Lie algebra M described in §2. The computations showed that if n = 6 and char(AT) = 7 then M is nilpotent of class 22. In addition, the computations showed that if v is a product with multiweight (too, toi , 102, ...) in the generators x,a.i,a2, ... of M, then v = 0 if too -2~2;>o wi> 10-So, using Theorem 3 and the remark that follows immediately after its proof, we see that if a, b are elements of an Engel-6 Lie algebra of characteristic 7, then the ideal generated by ab4 is nilpotent of class at most 73. We can actually do slightly better than this.
In §5 we let L be an Engel-n Lie algebra over a field A^ with char(A^) > n , and we let x be an element of L. In Lemma 5 we considered a product v = xaxxax2---axktxa2xa22 ■ ■ ■ a2k2x■ ■ ■ xamXam2 ■ ■ ■ amkm of type (m;k) in L. We let Y be the ideal of L generated by elements of the form xaxa2 ■ ■ -a"-X where a, £ {ars\l < r < m, 1 < s < kr} for i =1,2,... ,n-l, and we let Z be the ideal of L generated by all products in L of type (m; r) with r < k . We showed that if k > m + 2 + ("-'X^-'Q) then v £ Y + Z . In the proof we made a number of inductive hypotheses, and we showed that these implied that v = 0 unless kx < n -2, kr<n-3forr=l,2,...,m-l, K-m = O > kx + k2 + ki < 3/1 -9, kr + kr+x + kr+2 < 3/i -10 for r = 2, 3, ... , m -3.
I have used the nilpotent quotient algorithm for graded Lie rings to show that when n = 6 and char(A^) = 7 then the inductive hypotheses used in the proof of Lemma 5 also imply that v = 0 if kr = 2, kr+x = 3, kr+2 = 3 for some r with 1 < r < m-2. This, together with the inequalities above, imply that v £ Y + Z if k > lmf± . We can then use the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 6 to show that if x is an element of an Engel-6 Lie algebra of characteristic 7 then (/^(x))55 is generated by products of type (r; k) with 19 < r < 55, where k < 65 when r = 19, and where A; < ^± when 20 < r < 55. Then using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3, and taking N = 10, we see that if a, b e L then Idt(ab4) has class at most 54. Now let L be the (relatively) free m-generator Engel-6 Lie algebra of characteristic 7. By Kostrikin's theorem [8], L is nilpotent. Let / be the ideal of L generated by {ab4\a, b £ L} . Traustason [13] has shown that L/I is nilpotent of class 7, which implies that Ls < I. Now let S be a subset of the generators of L, let Ls be the subalgebra of L generated by S, and let Is be the ideal of L generated by {ab4\a, b £ Ls} . Then any product of eight elements from S must lie in Is . This implies that L8 < £} Is < I, where the sum is taken over all subsets S of the free generators of L such that \S\ < 8 . In fact J2h = J , but we do not need to use this fact. I used the nilpotent quotient algorithm for graded Lie rings to compute the number of elements ab4 which are needed to generate Is for 2 < |5| < 8, and the computations showed that ]T Is can be generated by dm elements, where <.-*2(«) + ..»7(7) + .«s(-) + .2.9(")+4«. (7) + .»(-)+«(-).
Since each element ab4 generates an ideal which is nilpotent of class at most 54, it follows that J2 Is is nilpotent of class at most 54dm . Since L8 <J2?s , we see that L8 is also nilpotent of class at most 54dm . Now if / is any ideal of L , then J LL-L <J(LS).
36
(For a proof of this see, for example, Proposition 4.6 of Chapter 1 of [9] .) It follows that Ls+36k < (L*)k+X for k = 1, 2, ... , and so the fact that L8 is nilpotent of class at most 54dm implies that L is nilpotent of class at most 7 + 1944dm . Now 7 + 1944dm is a polynomial of degree 8 in m , with leading coefficient 15.525. It is a straightforward calculation to show that 1+I944dm < 51m8 for all values of m . This proves Theorem 7. □
